Bill from Mr. Rafard to Mr. Goëlet
Paris, September, 22d, 1893

1893, August
Transit London-Paris, customs, for 2 crates, furniture sent by Duveen
Forwarding in transit in Le Havre after customs formalities 97.75

1893, September
Packing of a crate of paintings consigned by Nelson,
lining with water-proof cloth 46.25
Transport by railway Paris-Havre of 11 crates of furniture,
bronzes and sundries on deposit in our warehouse 107.85
Transport fees London-Havre for 10 crates of furniture and bronzes
sent by Davies and Co. (reimbursement paid) 411.45
Handling fees in Paris 25
Warehousing of 11 cases from July 1st to Sept. 30th 100
Fire insurance in Paris for a value of 15000 francs 9

Carried forward 699.55 97.75

Following Amount brought forward 699.55 97.75
1893, September
Reception, hauling to the steamer and
loading fees in Le Havre on “La Bourgogne” 197.90
Maritime insurance for a value of 50000 Francs,
included the sending from Davies and Co. ½% 250 1147.45

Received with best thanks,
Paris October 14th, 1893, Fernand Robert

Frances 1245.20